Abstract. Let A be a unital complex Banach algebra with unit e, and pi,... ,p n a collection of orthogonal projections with sum e. The aim of this note is to investigate the close connections of properties of a G A and of (p<apj) € M n {A), where M n (A) denotes the matrix algebra of all n x n matrices with entries in A.
Let A be a unital complex Banach algebra with identity e (hence ||e|| = 1). The matrix algebra M n (A) of all n x n matrices with entries in A with the standard operations
n ( a ij) + (bij) = (aij + bij), (a,ij) • (kj) = (X] fc=i and the norm II ( a ij) IN max(||aii|| + h ||a in ||) t=i
is a Banach algebra with identity I = diag(e).
For an element a £ A let c(a), p(a)
and r(a) denote the spectrum, the resolvent set and the spectral radius of a, respectively.
We consider the following situation: Let n€N, n>2, and p\,... ,p n (E A be such that Pi = Pi: 0 ^ pi ^ e (» = 1,..., n),
and pi H h p n = e.
We define the mapping C : A -» M n (A) by

C(a) = (piapj) (o e i).
Furthermore we set P : -diag(pi), hence P € M n (A) and P 2 -P. Proof. (1), (2) and (4) • PROPOSITION 2. (1) C is infective; (2) C(^) = PM n (A)P, hence C has closed range.
Now take A € PM n (A)P, thus A = (piabpj) with aij € A. Set a = Y^ij=\Pi a ijPj-Then it is easy to verify that piapj = piabpj (i,j = 1,..., n). Therefore C(a) = A. • Note that PM n (A)P is a closed subalgebra of M n (A) with identity P. Hence, according to Proposition 2, C is an algebra isomorphism of A onto PM n (A)P. In particular, we have COROLLARY 1. The mapping C : A-* PM n {A)P satisfies:
(1) C
_1 : PM n (A)P A is bounded; (2) If a € A then A € p{a) if and only if AP -C(a) is invertible in
PM n {A)P.
Next, we investigate spectral properties of C(a) (a € A). To this end we introduce some subsets of the spectrum of an element of a Banach algebra. (
1) If b is a pseudo-inverse of \e -a, then a pseudo-inverse of XI -C{a) is given by
B = C(b), if A = 0, C(b) + 1 -^-, if A^O. (2) If B
is a pseudo-inverse of XI -C(a), then a pseudo-inverse ofXe -a is given by C~1(PBP).
Proof. Proof of Proposition 3.
• PROPOSITION 4 . Let ae A. Then:
Proof. Since PC(a) = C(a), (I -P)C(a) = 0, thus 0 e ar(C(a)).
Now let 
It remains to show that pT(C(a)) C pT(a). To this end take A G pT(C(a)).
Then there is B G Mn{A) with (XI -C(a))B = I. Since P 2 = P and
PC(a) = C(a)P = C(a), P = (XP-C(a))PBP.
Set b -C~1(PBP).
As in the proof of Proposition 3, we get (Ae -a)b = e. Now, (2) can be proved analogously.
• (
1) If b is a right inverse [resp. left inverse] of Ae -a, then C(b) + ^^ is a right inverse [resp. left inverse] of XI -C(a). (2) If B is a right inverse [resp. left inverse] ofXI-C(a), then C~l(PBP) is a right inverse [resp. left inverse] of Xe -a.
Proof. Proof of Proposition 4. • COROLLARY 4. Let ae A. Then:
7/0 G p(a), i/ien 0 is a simple pole of (AI -C(a)) -1 .
Proof. (1) and (2) follow from Proposition 4 and Corollary 3. To prove (3) let 0 G p(a). Then, by (1), 0 is an isolated point of a(C(a)). Now, (2) implies that 0 is a simple pole of (AI -C(a)) -1 .
• By means of Corollary 4 and an extension of Gershgorin's Theorem to matrices in M n (A) it is possible to locate the spectrum of an element a G A relative to the spectra of the elements piapi ( % = 1,..., n). The following version of Gershgorin's Theorem is due to Salas [3] , stated for operators there. The same proof works for Banach algebras, and is given here for convenience of the reader. 
Next, an element a G A is said to be of Saphar type if there is a neighbourhood U C C of 0 and a holomorphic function / : U -» A such that (Ae -a)f(A)(Ae -a) = Xe -a (A G U).
The Saphar spectrum as (a) of a is defined by a s(, a ) -£ C : Ae -a is not of Saphar type}.
Set ps(a) = C \ crs(a).
The following characterization of ps(a) can be found in [4] , PROPOSITION 8. Let a G A and, Ao G C. The following assertions are equivalent: 
Proof. We first prove 0 6 as(C(a)).
To this end assume that 0 6
ps(C(a)).
Since C(a)(I -P) = 0, we see from Proposition 8 that I -P € C(a)Mn(A), thus I -P = C(a)A for some A e Mn{a).
It follows that C(a)A = PC(a)A = P(I -P) = 0, therefore P = /, a contradiction. Now we show that ps(C(a)) C ps(a).
If Ao € ps(C(a)) then there is a neighbourhood U(Ao) C C of Ao and a holomorphic function F : U(XQ) -> Mn(A) such that (AI -C{a))F{X){XI -C{a)) = XIC{a)
for A € I7(Ao). Prom P 2 = P and PC {a) = C{a)P = C{a) we derive ( 
AP -C(a))PF(X)P(XP -C(a)) = AP-C{a) (A e U{XQ)).
Define the function / : ?7(Ao) -^• A by f(X) = C-\PF(X)P).
Since PMn(A)P is closed, C~l : PMn(A)P -> .4 is bounded, thus / is holomorphic. Furthermore we have
Since C is injective, Since Ao ^ 0, we can assume that 0 ^ U(XQ). Define the mapping 
(AI -C(a))F(X)(XI -C(a)) = XI -C(a) for all A e U(X Q ). Hence A0 € ps(C(a)). •
If a € .A, then we denote by 7i(a) the set of all holomorphic functions / : flf -> C, where fi/ is an open subset of C with a(a) Ci!j (fiy may vary with /). For / 6 7i(a) the element f(a) e A is defined by the usual analytic calculus:
where 7 is a smooth oriented contour contained in Q.f\a(a) and surrounding a(a) (see [1] ). 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that a € A and f € H(C(a)). Then f e f(C(a)) = C(f(a)) + f(0)(I-P) and C(f(a)) = Pf(C(a)) = f(C(a))P.
Proof. Because of Corollary 4, we have / G H(a) and f(C(a)) = ±\f(X)\c((Xe-a)-1 ) + I P 2m
f(C(a)) = C(f(a)) + f(0)(I-P). From this we get Pf{C(a)) = f(C(a))P = C(f(a)). -
We We can assume without loss of generality that A i A j (i ^ j). Then, the converse is also true: If a E A and f(a) = 0 for some polynomial with simple zeros, then a is diagonalizable, by Proposition 8.11 in [2] .
Hence we have that a is diagonalizable if and only if there is a polynomial / with simple zeros such that f(a) = 0. 
